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I. INTRODUCTION

Sloshing of liquids in partially filled tanks may be thought of as the

transfer of liquid from one side of the tank to the other in the form of a wave,

which is excited by the periodic motion of the tank either angularly or in

translation. Sloshing of liquids in ship tanks has undoubtedly been experienced

as long as liquids have been carried. Only in perhaps the past 20 years has it

been recognized as potentially troublesome. Reasons for the avoidance of

sloshing problems on earlier ships can be attributed to the small size of tank

compared with the size of ship and the presence of structure within the tank

which characterized early vessels.

Three trends on certain present day types of vessels can be identified as

contributing to the advent of sloshing as a serious problem:

(1) Most tank vessels carrying crude oil or petroleum products nowadays

generally do so with a smaller number of large tanks than in the past

LRef. (1)]. As a consequence, the natural period of waves at the free

surface of the tank has been lengthened and tends to occur closer to the

period with which ocean waves causing substantial ship motions are

encountered. Furthermore, pressure changes for a given static angle of

inclination are increased.

(2) In order to minimize the pollution potential of petroleum carrying tankers,

the structure inside the tanks of such vessels has been reduced and in some

cases ("ecology" type vessels with double bottoms and double side walls) has

been virtually eliminated. This substantially reduces the surfaces to which

petroleum products will cling when the tank is pumped out; at the same time,

the minimization of internal structure removes an important source of

damping the motion of liquids in the tank when the tank is slack and

sloshing occurs.

(3) The development of high cubic capacity bulk carrying vessels has required

the capability to use some of the cargo holds for water ballast or for

liquid bulk cargoes. The hold internal surfaces are usually smooth to

facilitate unloading of dry bulk cargoes. Therefore, when the hold is used
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for water ballast or for liquid cargo, but is not completely full, sloshing

in the hold may occur with the ship in a seaway. Such sloshing is not

subject to the damping which would occur where there are significant amounts

of structure within the hold.

This report is directed at ships which are obliged to operate with partially

filled tanks of relatively large size compared with the size of ship.

Measurements of forces on model structural elements and of pressures on the model

tank during forced pitching, rolling and surging constitute the majority of the
report. However, during the first phase of the project, an Industry Survey by
the contractor's consultant on the project was made to identify actual ship cases

where sloshing damage occurred.

Based upon the Industry Survey [Ref. (2)], a number of structural members
were chosen for modeling, a model tank was designed and built, and model test
measurements of sloshing forces and pressures were made. Prior to conducting the

model tests, it was necessary to develop a system by which the sloshing forces on

the structural members could be measured.

Later in the report it is shown how the results of the tests may be combined

with ship motion predictions -- either theoretical or experimental -- together

with linear superposition ship motion theory to find the root mean square of
hydrodynamic force on the member and associated statistics.

The report concludes with recommendations for design guidance and for

further work in this area.
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II. INDUSTRY SURVEY

At the start of the project, it was considered important to acquire a list
of specific cases of sloshing in shipboard tanks which had resulted in damage to
the ship's structure. These were believed necessary in order to allow an
intelligent choice of structural elements and tank proportions to use in the
model tests of sloshing forces which were to be run. To our knowledge, such a
list did not exist. Therefore, the firm of M. Rosenblatt and Son was contracted

to make a comprehensive survey of maritime organizations, ship operators,
classification societies, salvage associations, etc. The results of this survey
are given in Ref. (2). Liquefied natural gas carriers were specifically excluded
from the survey. An additional task was to provide references and publications
in the field of sloshing which were not available at Webb.

Finding cases of specific sloshing damage proved more difficult than
anticipated in that a number of organizations which had found evidence of damage
were unable to say that sloshing was the principal cause. Thus, poor welding,
substandard scantlings, imprudent loading, structural notches and corrosion may
so weaken a structure that normal in-service loadings result in damage.
Nevertheless, nine specific cases of sloshing damage were identified by the
Industry Survey. Three more cases were added as described in the open literature

LRef. (3)] giving a total of twelve. The basic elements of these twelve cases of
sloshing damages are described below.

Damage Cases

Case 1, Damage Report CA-1
This five-hold dry cargo ship experienced damage apparently from sloshing

pressures on portable 'tween deck platforms in No. 3 hold when the hold below was
ballasted with sea water and the platforms were in place -- depth of water in
hold not reported, nor particulars of framing in hold, other than that transverse
bulkheads were corrugated with vertical corrugations.

Case 2, Damage Report OBO-1
The No. 1 cargo hold of this ore-bulk-oil vessel experienced damage in way

of the deck above and transverse bulkhead. Primary damage was in corners. The
hold was ballasted with salt water to a denth of 30 to 40 percent.
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Case 3, Damage Report BC-1
This seven-hold bulk carrier is fitted with upper and lower outboard corner

ballast tanks giving an octagonal cross section shape to the cargo hold.

Longitudinals are on the inboard or hold side of the upper corner tank sloping
bulkheads. When the No. 4 hold was ballasted and 90 percent full of sea water,

many of the longitudinals became severely twisted and distorted. There is a

strong probability the ship was rolling at the time, although ship motions when

damage occurred are not given.

Case 4, Damage Report T-1

This 240,000 tons displacement tanker is fitted with swash bulkheads at the

1/3 location in a 150 foot long center tank. The swash bulkheads take the form
of deep transverse webs from the bottom and deck at the same frame location, each

of depth about 26 percent of the depth of the tank. The tank is used alternately

for crude oil and for ballast. After about two years service, the connection
between the bottom longitudinal center girder and a vertical centerline girder

from deck to bottom fractured on all four ships of the class. The vertical
girder stiffens and supports the two swash bulkhead sections. Several repairs in

the form of additional steel were made in sequence until the problem was solved.

When carrying oil, the tanks are 98 percent full; when ballasted with sea

water, they are 60 percent to 90 percent full. It was believed that sloshing in

those tanks when the ship was pitching in the ballast condition was the source of

the fracture.

Case 5, Damage Report T-2
This 915 foot long crude carrier has a double bottom; the interior surface

of the bottom of the tank is smooth. The 165 foot long No. 2 center tank has a

smooth after transverse bulkhead except for centerline brackets. The forward

bulkhead has three horizontal girders and a centerline vertical web and vertical
stiffeners. Transverse webs at 15 feet spacing and longitudinals are fitted on
the longitudinal bulkhead. No swash bulkheads are provided. The upper

horizontal girder on the forward transverse bulkhead experienced buckling at the

port end of the girder. This tank is run slack from time to time; damage to the

girder was believed due to sloshing.
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Case 6, Damage Report T-3

This is a sister ship of the vessel described in the Case 5 Damage Report

T-2. Damage to the upper horizontal girder in the same tank occurred, the damage

being a fracture and detachment of approximately 15(ft) 2 of the port end of the

girder plating, which fell away.

Case 7, Damage Report T-4
This 1092 foot tanker has the No. 3, 139 foot long center tank slightly aft

of amidships; the tank was used for ballast. All three horizontal girders on the
forward bulkhead were buckled and the transverse bulkhead was detached from the

longitudinal bulkhead at the tank forward port corner for a distance of 65 feet

and the transverse bulkhead pushed forward in way of the fracture to a maximum

distance of 1.6 feet.

A swash bulkhead has been added to all center tanks as a remedial

measure, the damage being attributed to sloshing.

Case 8, Damage Report T-5

This 830 foot long tanker experienced a 0.5 foot long fracture in a port
longitudinal bulkhead in the No. 3 center tank about 33 feet above the bottom of

the tank. The center tank was loaded with oil, about 60 percent full, some of

which leaked into the adjoining ballast tank.

Case 9, Damage Report T-6
This 1050 foot long, 254,000 tons loaded displacement tanker experienced

corrosion, wastage, fracturing and buckling of five transverse web frames in a 98

foot long wing tank on the inboard side of the tank at about amidships when the
tank was ballasted with salt water, said to be 94 percent full. Similar damage

was experienced by stiffeners (assumed to be longitudinals) above LS1O, at

approximately the 10 meter waterline.

Table I gives principal vessel and tank particulars of the foregoing nine

cases of tank damage.
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Several additional cases of sloshing damage are cited in Ref. (3), which is

written by a principal surveyor for Det Norske Veritas. These are as follows:

Case 10, Ref. (3)

The damage occurred on horizontal stringers in the wide forepeak of a large

oil tanker with no longitudinal bulkhead in the tank.

Two stringers, one at about mid depth and the other at 75 percent depth

above the bottom, were severely damaged -- cracked and buckled plating and

plating torn loose and hanging down.

Case 11, Ref. (3)

Cracked and buckled bulkhead plating was found at the lower corners of

transverse bulkheads on an ocean ore carrier on which ballast water was being

carried in the generally rectangular hold with the hold about 25 percent full.

Case 12, Ref. (3)

A 9000 deadweight ton ore, bulk, oil carrier with generally octagonal hold

shape experienced major damage to the shell and side framing when the hold was 50

percent full of ballast water. The ship had experienced heavy rolling during the

voyage. The damage consisted of plating and frames permanently deflected

outwards, with a crack in the shell and frames, twisted and partly torn loose.

The above cases of sloshing damage were thus found on one dry cargo ship,

one ocean ore carrier, two ore-bulk-oil ships, one bulk carrier, and seven

tankers (the shortest of which was 830 feet long).

The damage resulted mostly from ballast water in the tank or hold. In a few

cases, ballast water and crude oil had been carried on alternative voyages before

the damage was discovered.
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Ill. INSTRUNENTED STRUCTURAL NEIBERS AND PRESSURE TAP LOCATIONS

An overall objective of the project is to provide guidance for the tank

designer regarding hydrodynamic loads on tank internal structure induced by

sloshing. To this end, six representative structural members were designed and

built to model scale to fit within the tank described in Section IV. These

members were designed to be supported by the force gages covered in Section V.

The choice of structural members to so instrument was based upon the twelve

specific cases of structural damage listed in Section II.

Table II lists the instrumented structural members. They are designed for

realistic locations and are considered to represent typical structures on ships

of the type found in the Industry Survey. Also shown are the representative

dimensions of the members. However, in order to provide sufficient space for

attachment of the force gages and to assure that forces of measurable magnitude

would be developed when sloshing, the depth of some of the members normal to the

tank walls is arbitrarily increased over that of typical ship members as a

compromise with pure geometrical similarity between model and ship.

Dynamic sloshing pressures were to be measured in addition to measurements

of sloshing forces. Accordingly, a number of locations were chosen for pressure

tap installations on the walls of the tank. See Table III.

Table IV correlates the damage cases with the instrumented structural

members chosen and the pressure taps which were used.

Figures 1 through 5 show details of the instrumented structural members

including the location of the attached force gages. Lexan plastic, 1/8 inch

thick, was used as the material from which the members were made. Stiffening was

cemented to the members as seemed necessary to keep the natural frequency of

vibration of the member well above that of tank oscillation. In the case of the

swash bulkhead, Members FS-8, FS-9, FS-1O, the natural frequency of the member,

when excited by a concentrated force at the centroid of the member and held at

the three force gage attachment points, was estimated to be of the order of 18

Hertz, which is well above the test frequency of tank oscillation of 1 Hertz or

less.
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TABLE I I

Structural Meoers Instrumented for Sloshing Force Tests

NUMBER TYPE MEMBER MEMBER SIZE FOR TESTING IN

FS-1 Longitudinal stiffener 2" deep Bulk Carrier Hold
on hold side of topside 1/2" stiffener
ballast tank sloping 1/2" face
bulkhead plate

FS-3 Transverse web frame at 2 1/2" deep Tanker Wing Tank
side shell 0.3" stiffener

FS-4 Transverse web frame 2 1/2" deep Tanker Wing Tank
(alternative location) 0.3 stiffener

FS-5 Shell longitudinal 2 1/4" deep Tanker Wing Tank
1/4" face
plate

FS-6 Horizontal girder on 2 1/4" deep Tanker Center lank
transverse bulkhead 3/4" face

plate

FS-7 Horizontal girder on 2 1/4" deep Tanker Center Tank
transverse bulkhead 3/4" face
(alternative location) plate

FS-8 Swash bulkhead at one 4 3/4" deep Tanker Center Tank
third length (bottom 1 1/4" face
section) pldte

FS-9 Swash bulkhead at mid 4 3/4" deep Tanker Center Tank
length (bottom section) 1 1/4" face

plate

FS-10 Swash bulkhead at mid 4 3/4" deep Tanker Center Tank
length (top section) 1 1/4" tace

plate
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TABLE III

Pressure Tap Locations

MOLDED MOLDED
DISTANCE DISTANCE

FOR FROM SIDE FROM TOP
LETTER LOCATION TESTING IN EDGE EDGE

F Middle of top at Tanker wing 6" 0.44"
end and center

tanks

H Corner of end Tanker wing 2.5" 9.8"

bulkhead at and center
mid-depth tanks

I Back from end Tanker wing 6" 5.9"
ccrner on middle tanks
of top

J Middle of top at Tanker center 6" 0.44"
end, structure tanks
end of tank

K Corner of tank top Tanker wing 0.31" 0.44"
at end, smooth end and center
of tank tanks

L Smooth end bulkhead Tanker center 0.81" 5.3"
in corner, one tanks
thiro depth down

M Smooth end bulkhead Tanker center b" 14.1"
at middle of tank, tanks
two thirds depth
down
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TABLE IV

Correlation of Damage Cases with Instrumented Structural

Members and Pressure Tap Locations

CORRESPONDING INSTRUMENTED

DAM4AGE CASE STRUCTURAL MEMBER PRESSURE TAP LOCATION

1 FS-1

2 FS-1

3 FS-1

4 FS-8, FS-9, FS-10 L, H, J, K, M

5 FS-6, FS-7 F, H, J, L, M

6 FS-6, FS-7 F, H, J, L, M

7 FS-b, FS-7 F, H. J, L, M

8 FS-5 F, K

9 FS-3, FS-4, FS-b F, H, 1, K

10 F S-5 F, K

11 F S-i

12 FS-1
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IV. TEST TANK AND OSCILLATING TABLE FACILITY

A single rectangular test tank was fabricated to represent, by subdivision,

three basic examples of ship tanks which nad experienced sloshing damage

according to the Industry Survey. These are described below:

(1) The wing tank of a typical tanker with the tank oriented to represent

pitching of the ship. The range of typical scale factors* is from about 34

when representing a 50,000 UWT ship, to about 50 when representing a VLCC of

200,000 DWT. The wing tank proportions are achieved by fitting a watertight

bulkhead on the longitudinal centerline of the basic tank in order to close

off half of it and so reduce the breadth of the tank as modeled. The

centerline bulkhead is fitted with a flange and watertight gasket and is

supported by standoffs from the back (dry) side of the basic tank. Various

internal structural members were then fitted.

(2) The center tank of a tanker of about the same range of sizes as tank (1) and

obtained by modifications only of the internal structure of (1). As in the

case ot (1), the tank was oriented to represent pitching on the ship.

(3) The hold of a bulk carrier which is alternately used for dry cargo and for

ballast water. The full basic tank was used and the model when oscillating

represents rolling of the ship. A typical scale factor, ship to model, is

35. The ship represented would be of the order of 6U,00VIUI tons full-load

displacement. The sloping bulkheads represent the upper and lower outboard

corners of the hold, which typically are smooth on the hold side. However,

for the case assumed, the upper sloping bulkheads are stiffened by

longitudinals on the hold side inasmuch as bulk carriers built with this

arrangement have experienced sloshing damage to the longitudinals. The

sloping bulkheads are fitted firmly against adjoining surfaces, but corner

openings allow free flooding outboard of the bulkheads, but within the

confines of the basic tank.

* Scale factor cquals ratio of ship tank dimensions to corresponding model tank

dimensions.
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The basic tank is shown in isometric view in Figure 6. inside dimensions

within the tank's internal surface are 36 inches by 23 1/4 inches by 19 inches.

It was decided to make all vertical surfaces and the watertight bulkhead -- to be

omitted for tests with members FS-1 and FS-2 -- out of 3/8 inch thick transparent

Lexan plastic. The top and bottom of the tank are fabricated of 1/4 inch thick

aluminum.

The end and side windows are bolted to external welded aluminum frames.

These panels are bolted to external vertical steel corner connecting angles and

to the continuous bottom plate. The cover plates on top of the tank are in four

sections to allow access to the top force gages for members FS-3, FS-4 and FS-1O.

All bolts through the bottom, ends and sides are countersunk on the interior

to allow a smooth surface for the flows which develop during sloshing and for

insertion of non-instrumented structural members. The bolted configuration

allows the tank t,) be completely disassembled and for other tanks to be fitted

for future testing. Gaskets are provided at all flat surface connections.

The ten locations for instrumented members each require thre force gage

locations with a slot and four bolt holes for each or a total ot 3u slots.

Inactive slots are filled by blanks bolted through the force gage attachment

holes. Pressure taps for thirteen pressure transducer locations are provided.

The watertight bulkhead is connected at bottom and ends by aluminum angles

bolted through these surfaces; a heavier aluminum angle stiffens the top of the

bulkhead and is connected to the cover plates by tapped holes and machine screws.

The watertight bulKhead has been located within the tank to provide a twelve

inch inside width between the front side window and the bulkhead; this side is

that portion of the tank in which measurements were made when representing a

tanker wing tank or center tank.

Figure 7 is a photograph of the test tank showing the longitudinal bulkhead.

The Webb Oscillating Table Facility is shown in isometric view and as

designed in Figure 8. However, for the present project, the tank was oscillated

in the rotational mode by a lever and crank, connecting rod arrangement, driven

by an eccentric connected to the output of a 15 to 1 speed reducer, which was in

turn driven by a 2 horsepower "Vari-Drive" variable speed motor rather than by

the hydraulic piston arranqement shown in Figure 8. When oscillating in the
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translational mode, an hydraulic power pack and servo valve with feedback drive

the carriage through the long hydraulic cylinder shown in Figure 8. The power

pack consists of a 7.5 horsepower motor driving a Vickers in-line piston pump

together with an accumulator.

The oscillating table, test tank, instrumented members anr force gages were

built in the Webb machine shop. Detail design and plans for the oscillating

table had been furnished by Lehman Associates of Centerport, New Yor, uder i

National Science Foundation Grant, which also covered the cost of constr'ucting

the facility.
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Figure 8

Isometric View of Oscillating Table Facility as Designed
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V. FORCE AND PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM

The method adopted for measuring sloshing forces makes use of small strain

gaged cantilever beams which pass through slots in the wall of the tank and

support the structural member of interest at three points -- generally each end

and the middle of the member -- and measure forces developed normal to the plane

of the member. The force gages are described and illustrated in Appendix A.

Each of the three cantilevers is milled from an aluminum I beam section.

The base of the cantilever then forms the outside of a free-flooding support

housing, which is screwed to the outside of the Lexan tank window in way of the

instrumented structural member. Forces are transmitted to each cantilever by an

attachment housing, screwed to the structural member, which presses against a

ball or button at the end of the cantilever. Since the lever arm tormed by the

cantilever is thus fixed, it is possible to calibrate the cantilever by applying

known loads at the force button. The spherical shape of the button restricts the

loading experienced by the cantilever to a force at a specific locatiun on the

cantilever -- that is, a spurious moment cannot be transmitted by the force

button.

Calibration of the three force gages was accomplished by suspending known

weights from the force button on the cantilever with the support housing clamped

outside the tank. The resulting voltages of tne Wheatstone bridge, which is

unbalanced by the change in resistance of the strain gage as the cantilever

bends, were recorded. All calibrations showed linear readings with load. The

gains in the signal conditioning circuit were then set so that one volt equalled

one pound force at the force button.

The strain gages attached to the cantilevers are Model EA-13-250PD-350,

procured from Measurements Group, Inc., installed in pairs on both surfaces of

the cantilevers. Full temperature compensation is thereby obtained.

Sloshing pressures were measured by two Endevco Model 8506 peizo-resistive

pressure transducers, one rated for 2 psi and the other 5 psi. Their calibration

was checked by pressurizing statically with a manometer, which showed the rated

output was being achieved.
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VI. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

It was decided to acquire the force and pressure test data on an available

Apple lIe computer for later display and printing out as graphs or as recorded

(digitized), thereby avoiding the need for recording on stripcharts. To this

end, a data acquisition program was developed which records IC seconds worth of

data at the rate of 100 times a second on 6 channels, i.e., 3 force gages, 2

pressure gages and 1 timing signal.

The timing signal in the case of pitch or roll tests was obtained by the

momentary closing of a micro switch arranged to be tripped at the start of each

cycle by one end of the swinging table as it reached its limit of travel.

However, in the case of combined pitch and surge runs, the timing signal was

taken as the feedback signal generated by a pinion gear connected to a

potentiometer which moved with the carriage as it surged and was rotated by a

rack fixed to the surge rails of the oscillating table facility.

Force gage and pressure transducer signals were received and amplified by a

Measurements Group 2100 signal conditioner/amplifier. This instrument has high

stability and can receive signals with frequencies up to 5 KHz.

The amplified signals were digitized by an ADALAB data acquisition system

which was obtained through Interactive Microware, Inc. The system permits

conversion of the Apple computer into a data acquisition device through the

insertion of an interface card in the computer.

Figure 9 is a schematic diagram of the data acquisition system.

Pitch and roll amplitudes were set manually by changing the degree of

eccentricity or the mechanical eccentric which is driven by the output shaft of

te speed reducer. Pitch and roll amplitudes were then read visually by a

printer which passed a scale of degrees on the carriage of the oscillating table.

These data were written down at the time of the test.

In the case of pure surge tests or combined pitch and surge tests, the surge

amplitude was recorded from the visual travel of the carriage past a fixed scale.

Surge amplitude can be controlled by either the hydraulic pressure of the Vickers

hydraulic pistor, pump or by an amplitude potentiometer which changes the

magnitude of the command potentiometer signal driven by the speed reducer output

shaft. Generally, the amplitude potentiom'ter was used to change surge

amplitude. See Appendix B.
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Figure 9

Instrumentation Schematic Wiring Diagram Indicating Location, Type, Number

and Nature of Data to be Acquired in Each Test Run

G D

I- l I'

KEY:
A APPLE liI COMPUTER WITH ADALAB INTERFACE CARD
B CATHODE RAY TUBE
C DISK DRIVE
D EPSON HARD COPY PRINTER
E ADALAB (DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM)
F SIGNAL CONDITIONING
G STRIP CHART RECORDER(OPTIONAL)H FORCE TRANSDUCERS

PRESSURE TRANDUCERS

J ANGULAR DISPLACEMENT SWITCH
K TANK MODEL
L INSTRUMENTED STRUCTURAL MEMBER

INSIDE TANK
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Oscillating periods were controlled by the manual control of the Vari-Dr-Ive

system. Later study of timing signals versus a time scale can give precise

values of period. Figure 10 is a calibration curve of Vani-Drive setting versus

oscillating table period.
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VII. TES] PARAMETERS

In view of the great number of possible combinations of type of tank, type

of member, fill depth, period of oscillation, amplitude of oscillation, type of

motion (rotational or translational) and presence of additional structure in the

tank , it was necessary to limit the number of test runs to a minimum for any one

combination in order to maximize the generality and usefulness of the test data.

In addition, the sponsoring agency was interested in a broad range of liquid

specific gravities and consideration of enroute service viscosities. To this

end, the various combinations were broken down into test groups which, in

general, covered test runs with a single instrumented member. Table V lists all

Test Groups accomplished together with relevant data.

In order to account for the frequency at which large sloshing would occur,

non-dimensionalized pitch arid roll were first estimated for the typical ships

being considered as a function of period of encounter based upon the Series b0

model test results in waves [Ref. (4)]. A rough approximation to tank sloshing

over the range of ship periods of encounter giving substantial ship response was

then made by the assumption that the sloshing response in the tank can be

represented by a linear spring, mass damper system. This gave limits of tank

model periods beyond which it was unnecessary to test. When the tests were run,

the apparent resonant point fell within these limits.

Visual Impression of Flows in Tank

The test program concentrated on periods of excitation which appeared to

give maximum wave activity in the tank for a given amplitude of oscillation (or

pitch). In pitching, this period was invariably longer than the natural period

of a smooth rectangular tank with no structure as determined from Figure 11.

This indicates substantial hydrodynamic damping is provided by the structure in

the tank.
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TABLE V

Test Groups and Conditions

TEST MODE OF STRUCTURAL MEMBER TYPE OF PRESSURE PERCENT OSCILLATION STRUCTURE IN TYPE OFGROUP NOTION FOR FORCE MEASUREMENTS TANK TAPS USED OF FILL AMPLITUDES TANK TEST REMARKS

I Pitch FS-3 transverse web Wing I 40, 65, 40, 8o Transverse webs Force and
at side shell 90 both sides Pressure

II Pitch FS-4 transverse web Wing H 40, 65, 40, 8' Transverse webs Force and Some runs withand at tank mid length 90 both sides Pressure webs removed oneZIA 
side

III Pitch FS-5 shell longitudinal Wing F, K 65, 78, 40, 8' End girders, Force and
90 longitudinals Pressure

one sidp, webs
other side

IV Pitch FS-6 horizontal end Center F, J 65, go 40, 8' End girders Force and Some runs withoutgirder on transverse Pressure face plate onbulkhead 
Member FS-6

V Pitch FS-7 end girder Center H, F, M 40, 65 40, 8' End girders Force and Some runs withoutat lower height Pressure face plate on
Member FS-7

VI Pitch FS-8 swash bulkhead Center L, M, H 40, 65 40, 80 1/3 bottom Force and Some runs withoutat 1/3 length, bottom J, K 90 swash Pressure face plate on
bulkheads, Member FS-8; some
end girders, runs with 1/3 top
1/3 top swash bulkheads
swash removed
bulkheads

VII Pitch FS-9 swash bulkhead Center L, M, H 40, 65 4-, 8- End girders Force and Some runs withoutat mid length, bottom ,. K 90 Pressure face plate on

Member FS-9; some
runs without end
girders

VIII Pitch FS-1O swash bulkhead Center L, K 90 4, 8- End girders Force and Some runs without
at mid length, top Pressure face plate on

Member FS-I
IX Roll FS-i hold side Cargo 40, 65 40, 7.5

,  
Longitudinals Force

longitudinal on Hold 90 15, 29.5' on sloping
sloping bulkhead bulkheads

XlI Pitch FS-4 transverse web Center 40, 65 4.5 7.80, Transverse webs Force Center of tank 4at tank mid length B. both sides ft. forward of
pitch axis

XiII Pitch PS-4 transverse web Center 65 Transverse webs Force CaCl brine,and at tank mid length both sides s.g.. 1.13 toXIIIA 
1.31, temperature
60F to 146*F;
fresh water,
temperature 36'F
to gO'F

XV Pitch FS-4 transverse web Center 40 1.5". 3", lransverse webs Force Surge from pitchdnd at tank mid length surge; 41, both sides phase angles 0',
Suirge 6' pitch + 90'. + 180';

?ome runs surge
only; some runs
Ditch only
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The period of oscillation was varied from the longest period available to

the shortest for one set of visual observations and different modes of wave

motion observed, as follows:

With very long periods, the surface of the water remained virtually

horizontal.

As the period shortened, waves began to build up and became a maximum at an

apparent resonant period.

With further reduction in period, the wave activity in the tank virtually

ceased and the water closely followed the tank.

With the shortest period, wave dctivity in the tank again became evident.

These observations are cons;stent with Ref. (5) in which the shortest period

wave above is referred to as a second mode.

During most runs, vorticity was evident at the wave surface in w2y of the

tank internal structure. In particular during test groups I and 11, it was seen

that deep vortices with surface depressions up to an inch formed at the inboard

edges of the five webs on each side of the tank during each cycle.

Observations were made of the path of discrete particles of foreign

materials -- small pieces of paper, cigarette ash, etc. -- dropped in the tank

during test group II when the two sets of transverse webs were fitted. With

substantial wave activity, the movement of the particles was erratic and non

repeatable; at ti.es, a particle might move from one side of the tank to the

other while nearby particles hardly moved in the wave cycle. These movements

emphasized the vorticity which develops along the inboard edges of the web

frames. Thus, the resonant flow pdtterrs were highly turbulent.

In the case of higher frequency, shorter period runs, such particles moved

little with respect to the tank, further emphasizing that at these short periods,

there is little noticeable wave activity.
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VIII. PROCESSING OF FORCE MEASUREMENTS

In order to provide useful sloshing force test data, it is necessary to

account for the forces resulting only from the motion in space of the

instrumented members in any oscillatory cycle. These represent a combination of

static and dynamic forces and do not contribute to the hydrodynamic forces being

experienced. However, these forces are present when the tank is filled with

water and being oscillated. Thus, the measured force is a gross force and

includes both the hydrodynamic force and the inertia and gravity of the

instrumented member and attachment assembly. In order to separate out these

latter forces -- which are tare forces -- additional test runs were made with the

instrumented member in place and supported by the force gages but with the tank

emptied of water. These runs are known as "dynamic tare" runs and were run at

the same amplitudes and periods as the measuring runs.

Dynamic tare forces were subtracted from the gross forces on the computer

after adjusting the two force records to the same phase in the cycle. This was

accomplished by lining up the micro switch signals -- or feedback signals in the

case of tests with surge -- on the computer scope.
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IX. PRESENTATION OF TEST DATA

Each run provided the sloshing force at the three force gages. In the case

of many runs, dynamic pressure was also measured at two locations. These data

were digitized by the computer when acquired. They were, in general, first

displayed for checking on the computer scope for the ten second measuring period

to assure consistency before storing on disk. Subtraction of tare force readings

was accomplished after the test phase.

Various alternative presentation modes are available:

(a) The gross minus tare force data may be printed out as graphs of the

individual force gage traces against time.

(b) The maximum to minimum individual gage gross minus tare forces, and the

pressures, may be determined from the computer displays of the computer

point count representing these quantities and may be tabulated.

(c) The maximum to minimum of the average (or mean) gross minus tare force

measurements from the three force gages being used in any one run may be

similarly tabulated. This is the same as one third of the maximum vector

sum of the forces at the three gages. This has the advantage compared with

taking the sum of three gages as in (b) that a true maximum force on the

member may be found when there is a significant phase difference in the

cycle of the peak force at any one gage compared with the other two gages.

(d) Force centroids may be computed by finding the moments of the forces at any

two gages about the thira gage using the force gage attachment locations.

(e) Force and pressure coefficients CF and C p may be computed and plotted

against period of oscillation or against other parameters at a fixed period

of oscillation, such as amplitude of oscillation, tank location and tank

Reynolds Number.
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To accomplish alternative (a) for all the test runs (approximately 700

individual force and pressure records) is considered a prohibitively large task.

For this report, a combination of the above procedures has been used. However,

the recorded computer disks are on file at Webb Institute in the event further

processing is needed.

Interpretation of fo-ce and pressure data for cases when impacts occurred is

limited in general to values which alternate at frequencies of less than 100

Hertz, which is the sampling rate. Therefore, there is a chance even higher

frequencies were present, although this is considered unlikely. A few

exploratory runs were made using twice the sampling rate over one half the

elapsed time. These showed no significant increase in maximum forces or

pressures.

In the case of dynamic pressures, some "drift" of the zero motion pressure

was observed on some of the runs but could not be corrected, for example Figure

11. In computing the pressure coefficients, therefore, one half the peak to peak

pressure differences are used when the recorded pressure trace does not show

evidence of impacts. When impacts do occur, however, the impact pressure is

estimated from the graphed trace above a generally steady state or mean value.

It may be noted that large negative pressures are not uncommonly recorded at a

number of the pressure taps.

Force, Moment and Pressure Coefficients

In order to make the measured sloshing fo-ces an( pressures useful for

design purposes, they are converted into dimenslonless coefficients and plotted

against dimensionless periods.

Sloshing force amplitude F is non-dimensionalzed by dividing by the

quantity (for pitch oscillation), 2g A,? a where:

j- = mass density of sloshing liquid

g = acceleration of gravity

A = projected area of instrumented member

= length of tank normal to axis of oscillation

a =  amplitude of tank oscillation (pitch), radians
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Figure 11: Example of "Drifto of Pressure Measurements

Then the sloshing force coefficient CF is:

CF  = F/og A .Z

In the denominator of C F) the factor ;- 0 ais proportional to the rise of

liquid at the end of the tank resulting from tank motion only.

In the case of sloshing pressure amplitude P, the denominator (for pitch) is

taken as :

Thus, the sloshing pressure coefficient C. is:

Cp = P# g , '5
I I alIi

0Pg 4 31



For members in which the sloshing forces are appoximately 180 degrees out of

phase at one end compared with the other, sloshing moment is considered more

useful than sloshing force. Menber FS-5, test group Il, the shell longitudinal

is of this type. Sloshing moment coefficient CM, reported for this member, is

defined as:

2
CM = M/pg A f 0a

where: M = sloshing moment amplitude computed from the three force gage

readings about an axis through the member at its midpoint parallel

to the axis of oscillation.

Assuming the model test curve is entered at the same Froude number as the

ship, CF9 CM and C should apply both to ship and model when a is the same on

model and ship. The same Froude number is achieved if Ts/T vT-- where the

suDscripts s and m apply to ship and model.

The dimensionless period used as a base ac inst which CF, CM and C are

plotted is Tn/T where.

Tn = natural period of sloshing according to Figure 12

T = period of oscillation of tank

This abscissa is chosen to assist in extrapolating CF, CM and C to higher

and lower periods, it being recognized that sloshing is a vibratory phenomenon

with damping and a resonant period. Were there sufficient test values for each

combination to extend the experimental data on each side of the resonant period

without extrapolation, a simpler dimensionless period not involving T could ben
used. Where the measured force, pressure and moment curves showed significant

assymmetry in each motion cycle with one loop of the curve larger than the other,

the height of the larger loop was taken as the amplitude.
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Figure 12

Natural Sitaohing Period of a Rectangular Tank
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X. PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

Figures 17, 21, 23, 25, 27 and 29 show sloshing pressure coefficients from

measurements in eight of the test groups. In general, it can be said that impact

pressures were substantially higher than non-impact pressures. The highest

non-impact pressure coefficients C were about 2.0. Cp ranged from 2 to 20 when

impacts occurred.

Almost all impact pressures were measured in the roof or top of the tank and

with a fill depth of 90 percent. There was considerable variability in these

high impact C p values. Small differences in the period of oscillation appeared

to cause large differences in Cp. In some cases, the 8 degrees impact Cp values

exceeded those for 4 degrees; in other cases, this trend was reversed.

More consistency is apparent in the 4 degrees, 8 degrees non-impact Cp

values, when Cp for 8 degrees invariably was less than C for 4 degrees (for the

same fill depth and period ratio Tn/T). See also Sectiun XI, M, Page 72.

lhe highest pressures measured were in the top of the tank for test group

VII.

Higher non-impact pressures were measured when a significant part of the

internal tank structure was removed -- (SB) points on Figure 17.

Figures 13, 14 and 15 are representative examples of pressure time histories

as printed from tne computer record disks.

The run identification at the top of each graph in general consists of the

following data in sequence:

Run number; date; pressure transducer (5 psi or 2 psi); pressure tap
location; amplitude of swing; percent fill; vari-drive setting.

swing table position at which the timing switch is closed is shown on the

next line.
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Figure 13

Representative Sloshing Pressure Time History, Test Groups I and It
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Figure 14

Representative Sloshing Pressure Time History, Test Groups IV and V
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Figure 15

Representative Sloshing Pressure Time History, Test Groups III and VI
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XI. FORCES AND PRESSURES FOR SEPARATE TEST GROUPS

.A. Test Group I

Figures 16 and 17 show CF and C p for instrumented member FS-3, the

transverse web at the end of a tanker wing tank. It is of interest that the

highest CF value, about 0.18, occurs with the middle fill depth tested, 65

percent. Based upon the force test data at 65 percent till depth, there appears

to be a resonance at about Tn/T = 0.85. Cp values at Location H are relatively

low, being somewhat higher for the 90 percent fill case. As noted in Section X,

Figure 17 shows a higher C on the end of the tank at about mid depth when the

structure was removed from one side of the tank. At that time, non-symmetrical

surface waves were observed running generally in a diagonal direction across the

tank.

B. Test Group IT

The CF values, Figure 18, are slightly higher than for test group I

indicating larger sloshing loads on the transverse web when amidships than when

at the tank end. The resonance at about T /T = 0.85 is followed by a droppingn
off of sloshing force as Tn/T increases. The highest C F found was with 90

percent fill depth when CF = 0.22 at T n/T = 1.28, wnich probably occurs with such

a short period to be of little concern to most ships.

C. Test Group IIA

Figure 19 shows CF values on member FS-4., but run to determine with more

precision the variation of CF with period of oscillation T. Only one oscillating

amplitude -- 4 degrees -- was used and one fill depth -- 65 percent. The

resonance at T r/T = 0.8b is clearly shown, followed by a dropping off at Tn/T =

1.10, beyond which CF rises again as T n/T increases, These observations are

entirely consistent with those in Ref. (5) which refer to the wave activity at

higher T n/T as a second mode. Visual observations of the sv-face waves in the

tank showed very little relative motion at T /T = 1.02 and 1.22. However, at then
shortest period tested -- with T /T = 1.58 -- short waves were seen in the tank.

n
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TEST GROUP I

Figur 16-oree Tests, Member FS-3
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Figure 17 TESf GROUPS I AND 11
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Figure 18
TESf GROUP II

Force Tests, Member FS-4
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Figure 19

TEST GROUP 11A
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The resonant CF value is about 0.19, but as with test group IT, CF at the

hinhast T /T tested is about 0.21.

D. Test Group III

This group is the only one for which a sloshing moment is reported rather

than a sloshing force. Figure 20 shows that the highest CM value -- about 0.11

-- occurred when the tank was filled about to the level at which the instrumented

member, the shell longitudinal FS-5, was located. There is a notable resonance

in the sloshing moment curve at slightly less than T n/T = 0.80 with the 78

percent fill depth. With a 90 percent fill depth, the resonant TnlT value

increases to around 0.9.

Quite high impact pressures were measured in the top of the tank at its end

with an oscillating amplitude of 8 degrees, as shown in Figure 21. It is of

interest that impacts in the corner where C = 8.5 substantially exceeded those

at the middle of the tank end. The confinement of flow in three dimensions,

rathcr th;an two0, may be responsible for such a corner effect.

E. Test Groups IV and V

The instrumented members represented horizontal end girders at the end of a

tanker center tank with three such girders in it. Figure 22 shows the measured

CF values; Figure 23 shows pressures measured at four points in the tank. The

Sloshing force coetficient CF were all higher than for the transverse webs. CF

values were much higher when impacts occurred, the direction of the impact force

always being upward as the rising wave surface contacted the lower face of the

girder. The highest CF value -- 1.7 -- occurred when the Lank was 65 percent

full and an 8 degrees amplitude of pitch was used, the sloshing force being

developed in the end girder in the upper position. Some increase in slushing

force seems indicated when a face plate is fitted on the instrumented member.

As shown by Figure 23, impact pressures in the top of the tank .-- maximum

C value - 6.7 -- exceeded non-impact pressures in the end of the tank. The use

of a face plate on thetop end girder led to a reduction in impact pressure at the

top of the structural end of the tank midway across the tank. Impact pressures

were higher at the top of the structured end than the smooth end.
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Figure 20
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Figure 21

TEST GROUP III
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Figure 22 TEST GROUPS IV AND V
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Figure 23
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F. Test Group V1

Figures 24 and 25 show CF and Cp values for this case. The instrumented

member, FS-8, is a swash bulkhead at the 1/3 length location on the bottom of a

tanker center tank. The highest CF value -- 0.76 -- was found in the 65 percent

fill case and when a face plate was fitted on the member. The presence of the

face plate increased the sloshing force by 30 percent at one condition. Bulkhead

end girders were fitted for all runs.

With regard to the C values on Figure 25, the presence of a face plate on

one lower swash bulkhead resulted in a slight reduction in the impact pressures

at the smooth end top corner, pressure tap K, when the top swash bulkheads were

not in place. The presence of the toD swash bulkhead eliminated impacts at

location K with 90 percent fill depth. With 40 percent fill depth, the lower

swash bulkhead face plate had little effect on end bulkhead sloshing pressures at

location M.

With a long excitation period, T n/T = 0.60, and 65 percent fill depth, the

end bulkhead pressures below the still waterline were more than the pressures

slightly above the waterl ne, locations H and L. With a shorter period, near

that for maximum wave activity, Tn/T = 0.81, Cp was virtually the same at the two

locations.

As with test groups IV and V, Figure 23, impact pressures at the structured

end of the tank exceeded those at the smooth end, locations J and F,

respectively,

Non-impact C values were in all cases less than 2.0.

G. Test Group VI1

The test conditions were similar to those for test group VI except a single

swash bulkhead was fitted on the bottom of the tank, rather than two at the 1/3

location. This member -- FS-9 -- was tested both with and without a face plate.

Figures 26 and 27 show CF and Cp respectively. There appears to be a resonance

in the vicinity of Tn/T = 0.80 -- 0.85. The presence of the face plate increased

CF by about 18 percent for one condition. The highest CF measured was 0.66 with

65 percent fill depth.
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Figure 24
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Figue 25TEST GROUP VI
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Figure 26 TEST GROUP VII
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Figure 27 TESF GROUP V1I
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High impact C p values were measured at the end of the tank. The highest Cp

was almost 19, measured at the corner of the smooth end of the tank, Location K

with an 8 degree amplitude, 90 percent fill depth at Tn /T = 0.81. Non-impact Cp

values at the lower elevations were of the order of 2 or less.

Based upon the Cp values found with test group I1, Figure 21, one would

expect a higher C in the corner compared with that midway across the end of the

tank, although such measurements were not made at the smooth end.

H. Test Group VIII

A limited number of sloshing force measurements and several pressure

measurements were made with a swash bulkhead at the top of the tanker center tank

model, instrumented member FS-10. Figures 28 and 29 show CF and C which

resulted. All runs were made with 90 percent fill depth. It is of interest that

the highest CF value -- 0.21 -- was measured at a Tn /T = 1.18. Sloshing pressure

coefficients were higher on the smooth end corner of the top, Location K, than on

the bulkhead end, Location L. The highest Cp -- 5.5 -- resulted from impact and

occurred with 8 pitch degrees amplitude, when Tn /T = 0.83, and when a f3ce Dlate

was fitted on member FS-10. No impact pressures were measured with 4 degrees

amplitude.

1. Test Group IX

Sloshing forces were measured on a hold-side longitudinal on the upper

sloping bulkhead of a bulk carrier hold. For this test group, the longitudinal

bulkhead was removed from the tank and sloping bulkheads at the upper and lower

cc.rners of the hold were fitted such that the fore and aft length of the model

hold occupied the full 2 foot breadth of the tank. The spaces behind these

sloping bulkheads were free tlooding, but there was virtually no flow from the

hold side to and from these spaces in any oscillating cycle. Three longitudinals

were fitted on the hold side of each upper sloping bulkhead. The lowest of these

on one bulkhead was instrumented member FS-1.
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Figure 28 TEST GROUP VIII
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Figure 29 TEST GROUP V111
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As installed on the oscillating table, the tank was oriented to represent

rolling of the ship. Tests were run with four amplitudes of roll. Figure 30

shows the sloshing force coefficients CF which resulted. It was noted that the

resonant motion of water in the tank was highly tuned indicating little damping,

especially in the 40 percent fill depth condition.

A relatively large number of cycles were required after the tank was started

in order for the wave motion to build up to a steady state condition.

The highest CF -- 4.9 -- was found at Tn/T = 1.06 with 40 percent fill

depth, a = 7.5 degrees. All CF values in the vicinity of resonance were impact

type, the impact force being directed upward as the water surface rising from

below hit member FS-1.

The magnitude of impact sioshing forces developed on this test group were in

excess of that for which the instrumentation was normally adjusted, and it was

necessdry to reduce the gain of the signal amplifier to 1/4 of the normal setting

used on other test groups in order to prevent the recorded force going off scale.

A reflection of the ri sing wave surface at the side of the tank occurred as

the wave contacted the horizontal shelf below the top corner tanks. This caused

a secondarj wave across the free surface of the tank and is believed to be the

reason that CF tora = 29.5 degrees with 65 percent fill depth at T n/T = 0.88 is

less than half CF for 15 degrees, other parameters unchanged. That is, at the

higher amplitude of roll, the secondary wave was sufficient to reduce the

sloshing force on the member below that measured with , a = 15 degrees. Although

no pressure measurements were made, it is clear that high pressures were

developed at these times on the ho: . al shelf and nearby shell surfaces.

Removal of the three longitudinals on one side of the tank had little effect

on the sloshing forces experienced by member FS-1 on the other side.

J. Test Group XII, Effect of Tank Location

Figure 31 conpares the sloshing force coefficient CF for member FS-4 when

the tank is centered at the oscillating table swing axis, and when it is centered

4 feet forward of the axis, as applied in test group XII. Adaptation of the test

facility was accomplished by extcnd. n1g 1h z.... g .... * .. .tt.ned truss.
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Figure 30 TEST GROUP IX
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The end of the extension was counterbalanced by a tensioned spring, rope, pulley

arrangement rigged from above dnd applying an upward force. Although starting

this system for a run gave er-'at :c motions, once up to speed it worked

satisfactorily and enabled consistent data to be obtained.

Of the four cases for which comparisons may be made, as shown in Figure 31,

three showed an increase in sloshing force (maximum increase 40 percent --

averace increase 20 percent) while one case, for a 40 percent fill depth and T /T

111.84, showed a decrease of 15 percent as a result of moving the tank 4 feet off

the swing axis.

The period ratios, T iT, used In test group XII corresponded with those inn
test group II when the tanK was centered on the swing axis. These periods

appeared to hive approximately Fiaximum CF in th: lktter runs.

K. Test Groups X1II and XIIIA, Effect of Liquid Density and Viscosity

Some liquids carried as bulk shipboard cargoes are significantly different

buth in density and viscosity from water. Although none of the damage cases

found in the Industry Survey had shown damage in tanks ca-rying liquids other

than oil ur water, it was considered important to try to find by experiment what

ettect these variables have on sloshing forces. Accordingly, test group XII was

planned to determine sloshing to-ces on member FS-4, the centrally located

transverse web in a tanker wing tank. Some degree of variation of viscosity was

achieved by both icing the water to reduce temperatures to 36-37 degrees

Fahrenheit drld by Uti nly iat d water at o6-9U degrees Fahr1nheit. Up-n the

advice of oil well drill ng authorities, calcium chloride (CaCl 2  brines were

chosen to provide increases in specific gravity.

Calcium chlor;de as a b-*ne is virtually colorless, easily mixed from dry

pellets and could be reddi ly disposed of by ocean dumping in Long island Sound.

vien ;,in9, substantial hedL !s juberated. Physical characteristics are given

in ket. (6). V\iscosity :ncreacses with (onc-ntration at constant temperature.

In order to keep the b n v'scosity n the range of that ot water, the

first br;ne was mixed d rectiy -n the test tank giving a specific gravity of

dorJIot i., &w-Lri a teTiperaturE, Ot 140-i 46 uegees Fdirell he i L aL Lhi L me tilt te t

lurs were. m dp . r .-- nr w S the: thirinrd and additional -uns ii,ade at a lowe-

L,_ .. . r . T i n. =, vT-- S r,-: .;m.Orard iy J'e,.
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On cleaning the tank after the CaCl 2 runs in test group XIII, it was

discJvered that undissolved CaCl 2 pellets had hardened in the support housing for

the bottom force gage thereby restricting deflection of the torce gage

cantilever. Since test readings at this gage showed unex"pectedly low forces, it

was decided to repeat these runs. It was also found neccesary to replace the

strain gages on the cantilever of this force gage owing to the tenacity of the

hardened CaCl 2.

Test Group XIIIA repeated the prior test conditions with CaCl 2 brines,

except that the brine temperature was now 60 degrees Fahrenheit which

substantially increased the viscosity of the ;iquid.

In the analysis of the test group XIII runs with hot CaCl 2 brine, it was

found that top gage forces werc generally proportional to liquid density when

compared with comparable runs using water. The kinematic viscosity V of the hot

brine was close to that of cold water.

However, the test group XIIIA runs showed reduced total force coefficients

CF compared with water. Figure 32 plots all CF values for water and ambient

temperature CaCI- obtained in test groups XIII and XIIIA. In order to analyze

these differences, a tank Reynolds Number, Re, was computed for each run, where:

Tank R = 2- .d 0 /,uT,TnRe a

v = kinematic viscosity of liquid,

T = period of oscillation,

d = minimum dimension of member normal to force.

Other symbols are as previously defined.

Figure 33 plots C versus tank Re for the three period ratios Tn/T

available. It ;s apparent that the level of CaCl 2 values of CF are below those

of water. This seeiing a,.onaly may pernaps be explained by the following

considerations.
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Figure 33

CF Versus Tank Reynolds Number
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both the sloshing force coefficient CF and tank Reynolds Number Re are based

on the amplitude of motion, and of motion velocity of the tank itself -- not the

velocities of liquid in the tank, which are not easily determined and for which a

characteristic or representative value may be difficult to define. However,

sloshing forces on the member are undoubtedly strongly influenced by the liquid

velocities in the tank as the liquid passes the member, which are, in turn, a

direct result of wave activity in the tank. Correspondingly, a realistic

Reynolds Number ought to be based upon such velocities rather than on tank

velocity. It seems likely that the higher viscosity of the CaCl 2 ambient

temperature brines leads to some reduction of wdve amplitude in the tank for a

given period and amplitude of tar,,: excitation, due to greater frictional drag of

the liquid past the tank walls and internal structure. The reduced wave activity

would of itself reduce the forces and hence the dimensionless force coefficient

CF based upon tank amplitude ', a" Therefore, if C F were to be based upon liquid

velocity, then CF for the CaCl 2 brines would be increased compared v;th water.

In addition, were it possible to base Re upon liquid velocity, then the CaCl 2, Re

would be further reduced compared with water.

Both of the foregoing effects would tend to bring the CaCl 2 brine values in

Figure 33 more in line with those for water.

In general, one cannot conclude that there is any reduction of CF with

increasing tank Re -- say up to ship scale values of the order of 106 or more for

water. If anything, the prior reasoning would indicate some possible increase in

CF with increasing tank Re since both of these parameters are based upon tank

motion rather than liquid motion.

As one example of the range of tank Re for a ship carrying d liquid cargo

(nc'ther water nor vetruleui), coiisider molten sulfur. This commodity is carried

in tanks of relatively large size in contrast with many chemical cargoes which

tend to be carried in a larger number of smaller tanks. Assume a tank length of

100 ft. and that the ship is pitching with an amplitude of 4 degrees. The

kinematic viscosity of molten gas free sulfur at 265 degrees Fhrenheit = 5.2 x

IU-5 ft2/sec, based on kef. (b). This temperature is thal, mentioned in Ref. (9).

Assume the width of web frame is b ft. and the ship is pitching at a 9 second

period.

Tank Re = 2 't x lO x 6 x 4/(5.2 x 10 5  x 9 x 57.3) = 5.6 x 1U (molten sulfur)
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Since the viscosity of this molten sulfur is about 4.b times tdiat of water, it is

apparent that a comparable tank Re for a water ballast cargo, other parameters

unchanged, is about

Tank Re = 2.5 x 106 (water).

Inspection of Figure 33 will show the degree to which the model test CF

values must be extrapolated from the model test range to that of the ship when

either liquid is being considered.

L. Test Group XV, Combined Pitch and Surge

The Webb Oscillating Table Facility was designed to be oscillated both in

rotation and translation; hydraulic actuators and servo valves were procured to

accomplish this. However, for test group XV, the hydraulic rotary actuator was

not used, satisfactory operation being obtainable from the mechanically driven

eccentric, connecting rod system. Rotation of the speed reducer output shaft

connected to a rotating potentiometer provided a command signal to the hydraulic

translation (surge) actuator and assured that the two motions were of identical

period. The translation feedback potentiometer, geared to the carriage, provided

a sine wave signal for comparison with the command signal and also gave a record

of carriage position.

The test group XV runs were made using a longer period of oscillation than

used for other test groups with instrumented member FS-4, in recognition of there

having been few reported problems from surging in the past, but evidence of

pronounced surging on some ships only in relatively long waves from astern LRef.

(10)]. Correspondingly, a fill depth of 4U percent was chosen in order to

lengthen the natural surging period Tn. A 3 inch surge amplitude was chosen in

association with 6 degrees of pitch amplitude; these separate motions were

expected to give the same order of magnitude of sloshing wave force on the

member. Runs were made with the surge and pitch motions in phase, 180 degrees

out of phase and with surge to pitch phase angles of +90 degrees and -90 degrees.

Phase conventions adopted are as follows:

Zero degrees pitch phase is with the forward end of the tank down

Zero degrees surge phase is with the carriage fully forward
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A positive surge to pitch phase angle indicates that maximum surge is

experienced earlier in time in the motion cycle than maximum pitch.

The pitch motion when in phase and 180 degrees out of phase was

approximately sinusoidal as were the pitch motions with no surge present, it

being recognized that rotational motion induced by a crank, connecting rod

mechanism is only an approximate sinusoid. In the case of runs with pitch motion

+ 90 degrees out of phase with surge, the kinematics of the mechanism lead to

noticeable aberrations in the pitch motion cycle. However, th3 measured forces

on the instrumented member do not appear to be significantly distorted, as shown

by Figure 34, which shows graphs of the time history of sloshing force after

deduction of tares.

Figure 35 shows the sloshing force coefficients for test group XV plotted

against phase angle.

Runs were also made with the tank oscillating in surge and pitch separately.

Figure 36 shows the sloshing force time history curves for these two runs as

graphed by the computer after subtraction of dynamic tares (mean of three force

gages). The surge force trace is slightly distorted because of a tendency for

the carriage to vibrate at the back end of the stroke. This is believed to

result from slight lost motion in the feedback circuit. The surge feedback

signal wave, set to maximum at the forward end of the stroke, is included. The

microswitch signal, in the case of pitch, with the forward end of the tank down,

is also included.

The availability of separate surge and pitch sloshing force signals enables

these signals to be combined in the computer, taking account of phase, in order

to synthesize a combined surge plus pitch force for the four cases for wh*ch the

combined forces were measured. Figure 37, 38, 39 and 40 compare the synthes;zed

combined forces with the measured combined forces.

It is seen that the shapes of the comparable signals arp quite similar. The

poorest comparison is in the case of 180 degrees phase difference when both

synthesized and measured signals are relatively small, Figure 38. In the case of

in phase and + 90 degrees out of phase force, the synthesized force amplitudes

are of the order of 20 percent less than thosc measure;d.
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TEST GROUP XV
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This may be a useful finding inasmuch as testing effort can be saved in the

future if one can combine by computer the separately measured forces from surge

and pitch respectively at the appropriate phase angles rather than having to run

many cases of combined motions at a series of phase angles to suit the particular

motion characteristics of the ship and tank in question.

M. Linearity of Measured Forces and Pressures

The force, moment and pressure coefficients CF, CM and C all contain the

amplitude of the exciting pitch, roll or surge motions, a ' Si

denominator, it bing assumed the measured quantitives would tend to be linear

with excitation.

In a number of instances, the tests were run with two excitations, typically

a  4 degrees and 8 degrees, thereby allowing linearity to be checked. Figures
a

41 and 42 show the coefficients plottea against excitation amplitudes for cases

when no other conditions were changed. The CF and CM plots on Figure 41 indicate

a general trend toward linearity, but a sl*;ght reduction in the coefficient with

increasing excitation in many cases. lhe C, plots on Figure 42 shaw more

pronounced drop with increasing amplitude, the average reduction in CP being 25

percent for a 100 percent increase in -
a"
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Figure 41 Linearity of CF and CM with Oscillating Amplitude
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Figure 42 Linearity of C with Oscillating Amplitude
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XII. EXPERIMENTAL FORCES VERSUS THEORY

Dr. Jack Lou at Texas A&M University, 4n earlier and companion projects [Refs.

(7), (12)], has developed theoretl-ical methods of calculating by computer

oscillating forces in a sloshing tank for idealized input parameters. As part of

test group VII with a swash bulkhead at the middle of a tanker center tank, a run

was made to confirm this calculation procedure. The end girders were removed

from the tank and the face plate removed from the swash bulkhead, instrumented

member FS-9. Thus, th-re was then no other structure in the tank.

Experimentally measured CF tor this run -- made at 40 percent fill depth anc qith

a pitch amplitude of 11.4 degrees, Tn/T 0.47 -- is shown as the starred spot on

Figure 26.

The theoretical calculations included a time history from when the tank

first began to oscillate. ihe experiment, therefore, was arranged to record

forces on the member as the tank was started and for the first 10 seconds

thereafter. Figure 43 comparps the two time histories, experimental and

theoretical. The relatively later experimental force peaks compared with theory

is the result of some lack of precision of the Vari Drive control and probably

also some slippage of drive belts and inertia in moving parts as the test tank is

started. It is seer, that the experimental force time history is in good

qualitative agreement with the theoretical record but the peak theoretical forces

are about 25 percert higher than those measured. This difference may well be

partly the result of Lhree-dimeniondi effects and of some small flows which

inevitably take place through the cledrances provided between the instrumented

experimental member and the tank walls -- about 1I/8 inch on sides and bottom and

more in the corners to accommodate the two space frames for attaching other

structural members, which were not 4n place.

Figure 44 shows the gross minus tare forces recordf-o the three torce

gdy,? as time histories after a steady state condition wds achieved.
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Figure 43

lime History of Theoretical and Measured Sloshing Force
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XIII. APPLICATION TO DESIGN

In order to estimate full scale loads on a specific member in a specific

tank of a specific ship, one must account for a number of factors. First are the

ship variables including the draft and speed of the ship. Then, there are the

environmental variables, that is, the seaway to be encountered (significant ocean

wave height and period), whetner the seaway is long crested or short crested

(waves coming from a single direction or several directions), the ship to wave

heading, and the shape of the wave spectrum curve. Finally, there are the tank

variables, tank size and location on the ship including fill depth, density of

liquid, other structural members in the tank and (perhaps) viscosity of liquid

and presence of gas above the liquid.

The linear superposition example calculation below accounts for these

effects and assumes the ship tank is geometrically similar to the moael tanker

wing tank for test group II. The following particulars are assumed:

Ship: Series 60 parent type, C, = 0.75, L = 720 ft., Draft = 42.7 ft.,

Displacement = 70,300 tons, S.W. -- appropriate to a 50,000 DWT tanker.

Speed 13.5 knots; F,. = 0.10.

Tank: Wing tank 102 ft. long, 54 tt. in depth with same proportions as model

tank; scale factor ship to model = 34.

5 transverse webs on each side of tank of depth 6.7 ft., no other

structure in tank. We seek the sloshing force on the middle web.

Tank b5h full of salt water ballast.

Seaway: ISSC spectrum, 20 ft. observed wave height, 12 seconds observed wave

period, long crested, directly from ahead.

irnens;onlesc, pitch re-,ponse is determined from Ref. (4) (j: riy cl,v O in

F-iyjve 45.
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1.5 Figure 45 Determination of Slosh Force RAO
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It is now necessary to combine the dimensionless ship pitch with CF, the

dimensionless sloshing force coefficient, curve 0for the tank of interest, and
then to find the response amplitude operator (RAO), curve@. As shown in Figure

45, all curves are plotted against the common abscissa of circular wave frequency

Curvet@Q = curve ®multiplied by cuiveQ. Curve®is simply the square of
curve 6 . Thus, curve4may be thought of as

L(Pitch/Wave Slope) x (Force Coefficient/Pitch)]2

2
= [Force Coefficient)/(Wave Slope)] = RAO

An important detail in this procedure is to plot curveeat wave frequencies

which match the periods of tank excitation T. The w at which to plot CF is

found by first converting the dimen ionless period Tn/T of Figure 19 to

full-scale excitation period T, noting that T must now represent Te, the period

of encounter between ship and ocean wave. Then find j e and ,) from the expression

e + 2

where v is ship speed.

This expression is appropriate for head seas (ship to wave angle 180
degrees) but must be modified for other ship to wave angles.

The ISSC wave spectrum formula is:

S C() = (171.5/w 5 ) x (Hv2/iv4 ) x eL-b90/(Tv '';)j

where:

Sr(.,,) = ordinate of wave elevation variance spectrum, ft2 x sec

= circular wave component frequency, rad/sec

H = observed or significant wave height, ft.

T = observed wave period, secs,

In order to use the wave spectrum in ,, direct tahion, S. )/ is converted ti)

a wave slope variance spectrum S'. , ,) by multiply nUj S (.) by . /y [Ref. (11),

Chapter IX] giving curve of Figure 46. Thus, incremental areas under curve(D
represent the variance of the wave surface slope iu, the . frequency bandwidth

considered.
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Figure 46 Determination of Pitching Slosh Force Variance Response Spectrum;
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The three curves in Figure 46 are the typical ones used to demonstrate the

application of the principle of linear superposition of ship motions, but as used

here, are equally applicable to finding sloshing response in a ship mounted tank,

provided we can assume that the motion of the liquid in the tank does not

influence the motion of the ship. Curve(is the wave spectrum. Curveo is the

RAO, which is the same as curve (from Figure 45. CurveU3on Figure 46

represents the spectrum of dimensionless sloshing force response variance. The

area under this curve represents the variance of the dimensionless sloshing

force.

Numerically, the area under curveo = 0.237 x 10-4 . Then the variance of

the sloshing force on the ship is given by o 2(F), where

2 (F) = 0.237 x 10- 4 C(g A;] 2  = 0.237 x 10-4 L64 x 347 x102]2  = 1.216 x 10 pounds2

The RMS of the sloshing force FRM S is thus,

o 2(F)] /2 = L1.216 x 10 8]/2 = 11,03U pounds = FRMS

Assuming the amplitudes of sloshing are Rayleigh distributed, then the

significant sloshing force or average of the highest one third sloshing force

amplitudes F1/3 in the seaway will be:

/3= _.00nn RMS = 22,060 poundsFI/3 2vZxFM

In the event the sloshing forces were non-linear, it would be appropriate to

calculate the RAO using amplitude of force of same order of magnitude as that of

the desired response -- such as F1/3.

Figure 45 shows that a strong factor in keeping the response spectrum at a

low value is the limited response to the higher wave frequencies (shorter waves)

of the Series 60 hull in pitch. This ettectively prevents any excitation ot

sloshing in thp second sloshing wave mode, making the RAO a peaked curve only

extending over the period of furiddmeriLdl sluShigy responsE. Inasmuch as a

shorter ship would show inure pitch response at the higher frequencies, and a

longer ship would show less, it is clear that tdnk length as I proport ion of ship
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length is an important parameter in determining whether sloshing is likely to be

a problem. In the example shown, the ratio ship length/tank length = 720/102 =

7.06. A shorter ship with the same tank would show a lower ratio.

Correspondingly, more sloshing force response to the shorter waves, and hence a

higher FRMS, would be expected with the shorter ship.
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XIV. SUARY OF MAJOR RESULTS OF TESTS

1. Sloshing force, moment and pressure coefficients determined by experiment

for typical tank configurations are shown on the figures in the report.

These show, in general, that sloshing is a resonant phenomenon with a peak

at period ratios Tn/T between 0.80 and 1.00. An exception to this is the

one rolling case tested with a bulk carrier hold model where resonance

occurred at Tn/T slightly greater than 1.0.

The dimensionless sloshing force and pressure coefficients are applicable to

any tank which has the same proportions as those tested. Clearly, the

length to depth ratio is the more important parameter for cases in which

sloshing occurs as a result of oitching -- that is, in a wing tar' or a

center tank of a typical two longitudinal bulkhead tanker.

In the case of a bulk carrier in which sloshing occurs as a result of

rolling, the tank breadth to depth ratio will be the important parameter.

Proportions of the model tanks tested in this project are as follows:

Tanker Wing Tanker Center Bulk Carrier

Tank Tank Hold

Length/Depth 1.89 1.89 1.25

Br(adth/Depth 0.63 0.63 1.89

2. The highest sloshing force coefficients found in pitching tests with tanker

model tanks wtre developed on horizontal end girders located on a

transverse bulkhead when impacts occurred as the tank wave surface rose from

below (CF 1.7), when the fill depth was 65 percent. However, a CF value

of 4.8 was found to develop from sloshing wave impacts on the under side of

a hold-side longitudinal of an upper sioping bulkhead in a bulk carrie, hold

when rolling.
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3. The highest Cp values were measured on the top of tanker model tanks at the

ends when impacts were experienced from the rising wave below. Generally,

pressures in the corners exceeded those measured at the ends midway across

the tank, although these pressures are strongly influenced by the tank

internal structure, both top and bottom. The highest Cp value -- 18.8 --

was measured when the only structure in the tank was a swash bulkhead at

tank midlength and three end girders, and the fill depth was 90 percent.

4. In general, the presence of a face plate on the instrumented member

increased the sloshing force on it. At the same time, the presence of a

face plate generally led to some slight reduction of sloshing pressures.

5. In general, increasing the structure ;n a tank provides additional damping

which tends to reduce sloshing forces on any particular member and sloshing

pressures on the tank boundary.

6. The dimensionless slosh induced force CF was generally linear with

increasing amplitude of excitation, hut showed a slight reduction in many

cases. Dimensionless slosh induced pressure Cp showed a more pronounced

drop, the average reduction being 25 percent when the excitation amplitude

was doubled.

7. Sloshing forces from pitching experienced by a tanker transverse web

generally increased slightly as the tank was moved longitudinally away from

the pitch axis. However, for one case, the sloshing force was reduced.

8. The theory of inear superposition of sloshing forces from separate

excitations (pitch and surge) was generally confirmed by th2 tests in that

the resulting force curves for combined pitch and surge were very similar to

synthesized curves made up by combining the separately measured forces from

pure pitching and from pure surging.
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9. For~ one case in which measured sloshing forces could be compared with

sloshing forces determined by theory -- furnished by a separate investigator

-- the comparison was favorable, although the peak theoretical force was

about 25 percent higher than that measured.



XV. RECONEKDATIONS

A. Design

1. In order to minimize sloshing in a slack tank with minimum structure -- such

as a bulk carrier hold with a liquid cargo or water ballast -- tank

boundaries should be provided with structural roughness to maximize the

development of turbulence as sloshing waves pass back and forth through the

tank. An example of such roughness is vertical corrugations parallel to the

direction of the more troublesome sloshing. Generation of the desired

turbulence and associated damping will then take place less abruptly than if

the only source of damping is the impact of sloshing waves on horizontal

surfaces at the ends of the tank.

2. The lower boundaries of upper corner tanks in bulk carrier holds which are

to carry liquids should be strongly constructed if a horizontal shelf or

flat is located at that elevation. It seems obvious that a more sloping

bottom boundary of these tanks would reduce the occurrence of high sloshing

pressures.

3. Horizontal end girders in tanker center tanks have been shown to be

subjected to high impact sloshing loads directed upward from below.

Consideration should be given to redesign of these girders to minimize such

loads, perhaps by the use of sloping plates on the underside of the girders.

4. The upper wing tanks in bulk carrier holds should be stiffened internally as

is the usual prdctice rather than on the hold side of the sloping bulkhead

if liquids are to be carried in the hold.

5. The longitudinal bulkheads of tankers with long center tanks should be

stiffened on the center tank side, rather than the wing tank side, if the

center tank is to be slack in operation. Vertical stiffening such as

transverse webs appears to provide effective damping for such tanks.
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b. Studies should be made of the effect of tank size on sloshing forces on

critical structure of new ship designs using the procedure demonstrated in

Section XIII.

B. Additional Testing

1. Measure the upward sloshing force on a model hatch cover fitted on a bulk

carrier hold with the hold nearly filled with water, using several periods

of oscillation, amplitudes of roll and fill depths.

2. Nedzure the sloshing force on a pitching tanker wing tank strut connecting a

web frame on the longitudinal bulkhead with the corresponding shell web

frame. This is suggested in consideration of a structural failure on a

tanker strut which came to light after the present program was finalized.

3. Devise variations to the geometry of horizontal tanker end girders and test

them to determine a reduction in impact sloshing forces compared with those

measured in the present program (test groups IV and V).

4. Develop a test program to measure the sloshing force on a portion of a full

scale tanker ballast tank internal structure, including separating a

portion of this structure to allow suspension by force gages, reinforcing

the structure so modified and calibrating the force suspension system. At

the same time, the ship's basic motions of pitch and sur- -- and perhaps

roll and sway -- should be measured.

5. Make further linear superposition calculations of sloshing forces on a

typical tanker structural member, such as the horizontal end girder in test

group IV using an available ship motion computer program and RAO's from the

present project. Also, modify the oscillating table drive system to allow

oscillating the model tank with an irregular excitation; compare the

theoretical predictions with those from the test.

6. Consider additional model tests to further investigate the effect of

temperature, viscosity arid density of liquid on Oloshing forces,
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C. Adaptations to Model Test Instrumentation

1. Increase the capacity of the data acquisition system. The present system

requires reloading of programs each time a measuring run is to be made owing

to the limited memory of the Apple computer. This requires a prolonged

period -- of the order of 10 minutes -- between succesive pairs of runs.

2. Provide a potentiometer to measure the rotation of the swinging table of the

test facility, thereby avoiding the need both to check the amplitude of

swing visually and to have the swinging table close a switch at the end of

the swing.

3. Replace the present mechanical drive from the speed reducer, which

oscillates the swinging table in pitch, by two hydraulic rotational

inducers. The additional equipment needed to accomplish this appears to be

moderate. Such a change should eliminate much of the lost motion which

occurs with the present system. If further tests using the existing system

are to be run, the speed reducer should be overhauled to minimize 's lost

motion.

4. Redesign the attachment housing of the force gages in order to reduce their

weight and volume and simplify their connection to tne instrumented

structural members.

5. Provide drains irn the force gage support housing to allow draining when

located in the tank bottom and so minimize possible corrosion of the

assembly after the tank has been emptied.

6. Develop a computer-based control system in order to eliminate the use of a

rotating commani potentiometer and to allow generating irregular pitch and

surge motions.
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XVI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1. Additional test conditions were intended during tne planning phases of the

project but could not be accomplished becatise of time, cost and equipment

limitations. However, it is believed their absence does not seriously limit

the usefulness of the data that have been obtained.

2. Use of the sloshing force and pressure coefficients CF and Cp given in the

report should provide helpful guidance to those who must design tanks which

will experience sloshing. No evidence came to light during the project to

suggest that the coefficients are unrealistically high. If anything, based

upon the one theory-to-experiment comparison available, and general

consideration of model test extrapolation, the coefficients may be slightly

low for typical ship sizes.

3. The generally well known principals for avoidance of sloshing are not

altered by this report. These include:

(a) Reduce the size of the tank in relation to the size of the ship. This

will reduce the resonant tank sloshing period to a point where little

ship response to the seaway is expected.

(b) If such size limitations are not feasible, operate the ship with the

tank pressed up or with a low fill depth.

(c) Do not minimize the amount of structure within the tank without due

consideration of the degree of tank damping which will also be reduced.

(d) In the event (a), (b) and (c) are not acceptable, provide adequate

strength in the structural members and tank boundaries to withstand

sloshing forces and pressures such as may be estimated trom the present

report, or similar sources.
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Introduction

A force measurement device was designed to measure dynamic normal forces on

selected structural members mounted at different locations in a scale model of a

ship tank. A preliminary estimate of the dynamic forces indicated that the total

normal force on the members would vary between one and eleven pounds and the

frequency of the force was approximately one hertz. It was decided to design a

device which when attached at three different locations on a member would measure

the total normal force on the member. An electronic device is to be used for

signal conditioning and summing the three signals. This electronic device is

described in a separate section of the project report. The subject of this sec-

tion is to describe the force -easurernt device.

Measurement Technicue

The masurernt technique is to measure the strain on the top and botton

surface of a cantilever beam when a normal force is applied to the beam at a

specified distance from the point of measurement on the beam. The normal force

exerted on the beam by the structural member results in a tensile strain on one

surface and a ompressive strain on the other surface of the beam. Strain gages

will be attached to the cantilever beam to measure the strain, calibrate the

device and determine the dynamic forces on the nodel structural member. A normal

force on the axis of the beam should result in only an axial strain along the axis

of the beam. It is this axial strain that will be used to determine the dynamic

forces. Since the lateral strain at the point of measureuent should be zero on

the top and bottcm surface, it will be used by the electronic device for tempera-

ture conpensation. Therefore, two signals from each of two strain gages will be

used to determine the force at each of three points on the member. The signals

from the strain gage on the top and bottom surface will be subtracted from each

other to effectively average and rmagnify the reasuremnt. The magnification

results from subtracting two signals having opposite signs (ie, one is a tensile

and the other is a compressive strain). Since the strain is proportional to the
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Measurement Technique (cont'd)

applied normal force, a calibration procedure will ho .ined to determine the

relationship between the applied force and resulting strain signals. The elec-

tronic device will be used to sum the signals fran three strain measurement

clevices on the m tber and determine the temperature ocqpensated dynamic normal

force spectrum for a specified interval of tine. The interval of time will be

selected to include several cycles of force variation.

Description of Force Masurenent Device

The force measuremrent device is made up of three sub-assemblies. The sub-

assemfblies are called the support housing, cantilever beam and base and attach-

rent housirg. The support Icusing is attached to the outside of the tank by four

screws. The cantilever base is attached to the support housing with six screws so

that the cantilever can extend into the tank. A force button is threaded into the

cantilever at a specified distance, on the top and bottmn surface, fram strain

gages located near the base of the cantilever. Therefore, the strain gages are

located in the fluid that fills the support housing and the force button is

located in the fluid in the tank itself. The attachment housing is attached to

the structural mmbex being tested by four screws which will be used to obtain the

prc4er alignrent of the device with the structural member and the tank surface.

The cantilever and attachment housing are fitted with several threaded fittings

fo, aligi.Tent, rioLior, cLt-iisraint and the transfer of the normal force from the

mrnber to the cant ilever. Three force masurement devices are to be attached

to the merber so that they measure the tota) normal force on the member and limit

the motion of the member in the two other mutually perpendicular directions. The

conductors carrying the signals fron the strain gages on both surfaces of the

cantilever besam will be lead out to the electronic device through watertight holes

in the cantilever base.

2._'rat irw Caraerist ics

'1y dim-cretions of the cantilever beam were selected to obtain vaups

of st.raii wTich Kr.jrld bh- larger than the "noise level" of the eleclronic



Operating Characteristics cont'd

device and therefore -"rmit signal conditioning and summation of the signals.

This design resulted in the natural frequency of the force nauremnt device

being several times larger than the frequency of the applied dynamic forces.

Satisfying both of these factors was considered essential to the design. The

force range was estimated to be between one third of a pound and three and one

half pounds on the measuremient device. The signals from the strain gages for

these forces will be between thirty-three and three hundred and fifty micro-inches

per inch. The "noice level" of the external electronic device is expected to be

between fifteen and thirty micro-inches per inch. From this, it appears that the

"worst case" will be that no absolute value can be determined at the lowest force

level of the expected force range and only a qualitative statement can be made

(ie; "mininum" or "negligible" forces exist). This was considered an acceptable

conclusion for this test program.

The estimate of the lowst natural frequency of the force measurement device

with attached i'ss of member and entrained water vas estimated to be 25 hertz.

This would occur when testing the shortest and deepest member (12 inches x 4.8

*inches). Since the frequency of the dynamic forces was considered to be between

one and two h.tz no vibration problems are anticipated.

Aluminum and stainless steel are the two mterials used in the force measure-

ment device. Stainless steel is used where surface ontact and wear might occur.

This ombination of materials should yield a sturdy device which can be reused

for the different structural members included in the test program.

Calibration will probably have to be accomplished with all three devices

attached to the structural member and the electronic device used to sum the

signals from each device. The sunmatior. of the strain signals for several known

values of applied nrnral furcv will yield the dldta tu cdlibrate a particular

structural rnter with the three for ce measureurrnt devices attached.

* Assumes member is ri nid and that entire r:emiber arhd added mass is. carried1

by ore force measureijient device.
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APPENDIX B

TANK DRIVE SYSTEM
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The Webb Oscillating Table Facility uses a separate mechanical drive

system for oscillating the table in rotation -- i.e. pitch or roll. This is

accomplished by a controllable eccentric which drives a crank arm through a

connecting rod. This induces a cyclic rotation of the swing table varying

nearly as a sinusoid. The eccentric is driven by a speed reducer which, in

turn, is driven by a 2 HP electric motor with "Vari Drive" control. The

range of oscillating periods desired for this project fell well within the

available band-- 0.7 seconds to 4.5 seconds. Amplitudes of rotation up to

and beyond 30 degrees are available by increasing the eccentric setting.

In order to produce translation of the carriage -- surge for this

project -- an hydraulic power pack driven by a 7.5 HP motor furnishes high

pressure oil to a servo valve which directs the oil to an hydraulic cylinder

thereby driving the carriage horizontally. An extra return hydraulic line

is provided from the servo valve to the power pack tank.

Control of surge is provided by a rotating comand potentiometer which

is driven at the same RPM as the output shaft of the speed reducer. This

produces a sinusoidally varying voltage at the same period as the period of

oscillation of the eccentric. Another potentiometer is rotated by the

translation of the carriage, thus providing a feedback signal. This latter

signal is compared with the command signal; the difference in signals, after

amplification, is used to drive the servo valve causing it to open one way

or the other and directing greater or lesser amounts of oil to the

appropriate end of the cylinder. An amplitude potentiometer on the

amplifier is used to control surge amplitude.
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For generating combined pitch and surge motion, the toothed chain to

the command potentiometer may be slipped an integral number of teeth and the

eccentric setting may be changed. Experience with this control system shows

quite reasonable combined motions when the phase difference, surge from

pitch, is either 0 degrees or 180 degrees.

Other runs made in this project included testing in combined pitch and

surge with phase angles of + 90 degrees. From these runs, the combined

motion had the desired amplitudes and period, but the motion itself was

somewhat erratic, partly because of the limitations of the crank connecting

rod approximation to a sinusoid and because of lost motion in the various

members and the speed reducer. It would be relatively simple to procure and

install an additional hydraulic swing inducer (one is already on hand) and

connect these directly to the swing table shafts driving them by the

hydraulic power pack and an existing servo valve. This would eliminate the

mechanical/hydraulic combined drive limitations. This step is included as a

recommendation in the report.

Figure Bi is an isometric sketch of the oscillating table drive system.
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APPENDIX C

REPRESENTATIVE SLOSHING FORCE GRAPHS
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Several representative graphs of the time history of sloshing forces as

recorded by the computer during test runs and subsequently printed are

shown. The basic test run conditions are noted. An example of a run when a

large impact occurred is included.

The run identification data shown on each graph includes the following

information:

Type of force (gross, tare, or gross minus tare); force gage number;
member number; amplitude (of pitch) in degrees; percent fill;
vari-drive setting.
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